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Originally “Getaran” is a Malay term for vibration or the feeling of pulse in nature. Inspired by its core idea, 
Getaran III reflects the exciting, dramatic, passionate and stimulating emotion that arouses from our spirit. In 
addition to the outward expression of energy, Getaran III incorporates sophisticated musical movement and 
elegance to portray the composer’s personal inner depth.  From there, the music moves to the next level to allow 
the music to communicate with the performers and audience, and to allow “getaran”, this excitement vibration, to 
be experienced as a heart to heart interaction. 
The whole music develops in four main sections: 
1) Furioso e energico (Furious and energetic) 
The beginning of Getaran III starts with a large mass of sound using center pitch material consisting of F# 
note in varying timbres among different instrument groups at a low register. Then the music quickly 
introduces a percussion concertino-like paragraph to interact with the sustaining low sound mass material. 
This interaction leads to the appearance of a brass bell-like texture in the middle and high registers that reach 
a climax point and move the music forward to the next section. 
2) Animato (Animated) 
In this section, the music changes characteristic without changing the tempo by involving a number of 
counterpoint motions demonstrated through different kinds of textures and ensemble combination. 
Furthermore, unlike the first section, there is more spatial activity and more instrumental virtuosity displays 
that overlap each other to drive the linear motion forward. 
3) Grazioso (Gracefully) 
In a simpler manner, the music continues from the animated characteristic to an expressive passage 
cultivated in an elegant and sophisticated style; yet with a peaceful and calm quality. 
4) Piu mosso and Agitato (Agitated coda section) 
Starting with a fugal development compositional technique, the coda section slowly builds up and later 
reaches a point where many different rhythmic layers that counteract with each other to keep pushing the 



































1 English Horn 
2 Clarinets 
1 Bass Clarinet 
2 Bassoons  
1 Contra Bassoon 
 
4 Horns in F 
3 Trumpets in Bb 
2 Trombones 





 I: Large Gong, Cow Bell, Brake Drum, Marimba 
 II: Snare Drum, Suspended Cymbal, Vibraphone 
 III: Tam-tam, 5 Tom-toms 
 IV: Bass Drum 
 
Perc. I      Perc. II       






Score in C 








































Horn in F 1.3
Horn in F 2.4
Trumpet in Bb 1
















Furioso e energico q=66A
ff p p ff
ff p p ff p
ff p p ff p
ff sempre p ff p
ff p sfp ff p
ff p p ff p ff p ff
ff p ff
ff sempre ff
ff p f pp ff p ff
ff pp pp ff pp ff
ff pp
ff pp pp f pp p ff
sfz pp ff pp ff
sfz sfz
Furioso e energico q=66A
sfz sfz
sfz sfz
ff p f p f p f p f sfz sfz
ff p f p f p f p f p sfz sfz
ff p f p f p f p f p
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